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Summary
I am a:
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Parent/Guardian
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Parents, how do you prefer to receive information from the School Counseling
Department? Please choose one of the following:
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Phone
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Email
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70.3%

Mail
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Text Message
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6
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Text Message
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Parents, if you would like to receive scholarship and college information, please
enter your email address below:
tikastocker@yahoo.com

yuusufalidhere@hotmail.com
abroadwater1@live.com
miarapport@gmail.com
tikastocker@gmail.com
Michelle_kelly@att.net
bella_atch@yahoo.com
ryjasp@gmail.com
melindadixon34@gmail.com
00054735@richland2.org
mcleans29@hotmail.com
mrgetright08@yahoo.com
caldwelltm79@gmail.com
tanandrewin@gmail.com
sirona64@att.net
zimmerman@gmail,com
tawandataylorwhite@yahoo.com
bigsassy37@yahoo.com
lsbethea@gmail.com
bullbaker@aol.com
trajaunduckett@gmail.com
Lois29223yahoo.com
lunabella_32@me.com
leejohns72@yahoo.com
tbelton@sc.rr.com
momtimes3sc@yahoo.com
phbess08@hotmail.com
m_spigner@yahoo.com
dbelindaj@gmail.com
kanderson@richland2.org
dalejones106@yahoo.com
tiffanytillman81@yahoo.com
Haemin40@gmail.com
veronica.hardy2000@gmail.com
ametra.hart@yahoo.com
sghart00@gmail.com
shart,rj@gmail.com

gunnydaryn@gmail.com
lavender2966@bellsouth.net
karenbryant33@yahoo.com
smtay8870@gmail.com
00021884@richland2.org
Tashiajetertrio@msn.com
israamashreque@yahoo.com
aloado2001@gmail.com
reggiecaldwell71@gmail.com
mtekethia0904@gmail.com
dlomo76@hotmail.com
st.cave@yahoo.com
mmoura83@yahoo.com
lrbrown1010@yahoo.com
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Lmcnullin3@yahoo.com
p.baskerville46@gmail.com
Levyn33@aol.com
anitajenkins42@yahoo.com
bcgemini681@gmail.com
tiffany.neal40@gmail.com
Carole.coveney@att.net
seandarryl@live.com
shugah.shay@gmail.com
candycakes38@gmail.com
umiman74@hotmail.com
LatashaSingleton793@gmail.com
rosemaryjohnson444@yahoo.com
8034454667
greta.kennedy@att.net
mollij2000@hotmail.com
kimyoo910@hotmail.com
slmartin1223@gmail,com
Tomeaka1@gmail.com
tattanna2@gmail.com

taneiamanning9@gmail.com
alamoairtravel@yahoo.com
Christinecc@mindspring.com
ann.wilson0815@gmail.com
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The materials presented during the conference will assist me (or my child) in
achieving my post-secondary goals.
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4 = strongly agree
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89.6%

3 = agree
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2 = disagree
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1 = strongly disagree
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4 = strongly agree
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3 = agree
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2 = disagree

1
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1 = strongly disagree

0
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I was provided ample opportunity to ask questions during the Junior Conference.
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3 = agree
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0
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1 = strongly disagree

0
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4 = strongly agree
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3 = agree
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2 = disagree

0

0%

1 = strongly disagree

0

0%

Do you think that the "Family Connections" (Naviance Program) will assist you
with your academic, college & career goals?

98.8%

Yes

247

98.8%

No

3

1.2%

Yes

247

98.8%

No

3

1.2%

Do you plan to visit "Family Connections" (Naviance Program) for College &
Career Planning and Scholarship Searches?
Yes
No

Yes

244

97.6%

No

6

2.4%

Yes

244

97.6%

No

6

2.4%

Following the Junior Conference, I feel comfortable contacting my School
Counselor for further information.
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4 = strongly agree
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3 = agree
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2 = disagree

1
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1 = strongly disagree

1
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4 = strongly agree

227

90.8%

3 = agree
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8.4%

2 = disagree

1

0.4%

1 = strongly disagree

1

0.4%

How would you rate the overall Junior Conference experience?
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4 = excellent
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90%

3 = good

21

8.4%

2 = average

3

1.2%

1 = poor

1

0.4%

4 = excellent

225

90%

3 = good

21
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2 = average

3
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1 = poor

1
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What was the most beneficial part of the conference?
To help me figure out what colleges and courses I want to do for the rest of high school and if
I go or plan to go to a 4 year college
the information of the collge
Talk on college and scholarships that I can earn.
learning about the naviance
How she explain and answer everything so well. i also got to get out of class so that was nice.
The most beneficial part was the resources i was told about to help me achieve academic
success.

The most beneficial part was when I found out what my GPA was and what colleges would
better benefit my plan.
Showing me and guiding me through the processes of how to get pass and get the credits i
need to graduate.
Getting all of the information about the sites and statistics
The most beneficial part of the conference was learning where I stand with my GPA.
to get to know how im doing in school and to here what classes i need to take for my senior
year and what i need to do, to get into some of the schools i would like to go too
Learning the needs for my student
The whole thing.
The most beneficial part was going over the scholarships I can get if I keep up my grades.
when there were team work and understanding
working together
learning new information and future classes being explained.
The most beneficial part is about how I need to step up my grades
She helped give me a good start for what I need to do now to prepare me for college
I believe the most beneficial part of the conference was to find a website that will help me find
a good college to go to and to help me with financial aid.
when my counselor told me I can graduate on time If I pass all my classes.
The wealth of knowledge and information is wondeeful and will definitely assist with college
planning.
The part where we talked about scholarships and my career plan.
I was given a lot of information about things my school offered that I was unaware about.
I was able to learn about the requirements for certain in-state scholarships as well as the
schools that offer extra benefits for receiving the scholarship.
all of it Thank Amoako
Picking my classes for next year and also discovering the Naviance site.
Learning the different types of colleges to choose from and the different opportunities they
offer.
That my counselor help me find the classes that i really need to major in order to go further.
Telling me my GPA, what classes I need to take to boost it, Sat and ACT waivers and college
information.
Most beneficial part of the conference was everything giving to me.All the websites pertaining
to scholarships and schools. The conference really help think more about my future.
The most benefical part of the conference was knowning that, I have some one there to guide
me in the right path and now I know what steps I need to take in order to achieve and master
my goals
The websites she gave me to look more into college and the military.

Discussing my classes for my senior year.
All of the links that was given to me.
To know where i can go to look further into colleges
The links to Naviance. It's definitely going to help me find out what college i need to look at.
The walk-through of the naviance site
I was provided with all the information I need to know in order to persue my college career
and suceed in college.
finding out what college i want to got to
Everything
The counselor sitting down with us going over everything step by step.
Learning about things that I have to do in order to achieve this goal and what other colleges I
can attend
Setting up online classes for the spring and the summer.
The conference was really informative. I was able to learn all that I needed to know in order to
prepare myself for my senior year and college.
All was bebeficial. The information available to our young students surpass anything I can
imagine. I can't wait to join my daughter in her next adventure.
Being introduced to the different programs that could further my child's academic success.
To learn class rank
The thing about how many credits I need
Knowing what scholarships my daughter is able to recieve.
Learning about all of the scholarships and how I could improve junior year/
Being able to ask questions and receive information for my child to excel.
I was told what I needed to know and now i have the right mind set to get my GPA up as high
as possible.
Knowing the different resources my school is providing me to make my future brighter.
Learning about all of the different websites that could help me get into a very good college
The most beneficial part of the conference was getting information on the colleges that I am
interested in.
The best part was getting valuabe information on certain sites to find out about colleges.
The most beneficial part of this meeting was going over what calsses I need to take for my
career path.
The ACT and SAT waivers, along with finding out more information about the teaching cadet
program.
Seeing where i stand academically
My classes
Getting to known my GPA

Learning about sites I could use for later use
Learning how to navigate with sending college applications.
Learning to use Naviance.
Having the one on one sit down with the counselor. And having her answer all our questions
Learning about the Naviance website.
Learning how to build my resume.
Signing up for Naviance so I can have a better opportunity going to a college that will be
better for me with location to the major I am going into.
The information she gave me was wonderful
The most beneficial part was signing up for family connections, and talking about graduation
on time.
Getting information about my GPA and classes.
The most beneficial part for me was getting to see all the things coming up for next school
year.
The most beneficial part of the conference was how all my questions were answered greatly.
Helping me out with what I need to go to the colleges I want to attend.
Being able to see where I am at in my academics.
Asking questions and learning about the scholarships that are available to me.
Coming up with my schedule
Very thoroughly explained and important information was provided
All of the information was presented in a way that I can understand. If I can't, I could just ask
again about it to fulfill my needs.
Looking at the Naviance Program and seeing that I can search for colleges that would help
me further my career.
I think that everything went well and I have a good understanding of what position I am in in
terms of graduation and my grades...also now I have access to materials that will allow me to
know more about colleges in the area and my chances of getting into them..
I learned that most schools have deadline enrollment .
learning about websites and test dates. ensuring credit hours are completed.
Access to the college information website.
Transcript and creating my schedule
Learning about thing's I never even heard of or knew about . I actually found new ways to be
organized , and to help me keep up with my work . I feel this made it easier to find out about
more opportunities .
I was able to ask questions concerning my daughters education, they made sure i understood
everything. i must say the staff at RNE rocks i will miss this school and the people. Dajah,
loves it here and that makes a difference shes doing really well.
All of the additional resources given to me.

Course planning and discussion of academic benchmarks required for scholarships.
Access to the college information and scholarship data. Tool for helping find career
path/compatibility.
Receiving advice on future plans.
She was very encouraging
The information that was provided.
There was a lot of information shared and I learned of many opportunities that I was not
aware of. There was no time constraint for the meeting and Mrs. Amoako was very candid
and optimistic about the upcoming year. She's very helpful.
I Got to know the things about my future and the steps needed to take for me to be a better
student.
Dr. Huger really giving important information for future references. Telling us more about
where i stand right now, and what colleges will most likely be interested in accepting me.
Where we went over schools and how I can find them easy.
Talking about the gpa and understanding more about the gpa and how it works , also the
opportunities i have with the websites i have been given,
Other
To help me figure out what colleges and courses I want to do for the rest of high school and if
I go or plan to go to a 4 year college
the information of the collge
Talk on college and scholarships that I can earn.
learning about the naviance
How she explain and answer everything so well. i also got to get out of class so that was nice.
The most beneficial part was the resources i was told about to help me achieve academic
success.
The most beneficial part was when I found out what my GPA was and what colleges would
better benefit my plan.
Showing me and guiding me through the processes of how to get pass and get the credits i
need to graduate.
Getting all of the information about the sites and statistics
The most beneficial part of the conference was learning where I stand with my GPA.
to get to know how im doing in school and to here what classes i need to take for my senior
year and what i need to do, to get into some of the schools i would like to go too
Learning the needs for my student
The whole thing.
The most beneficial part was going over the scholarships I can get if I keep up my grades.
when there were team work and understanding
working together

learning new information and future classes being explained.
The most beneficial part is about how I need to step up my grades
She helped give me a good start for what I need to do now to prepare me for college
I believe the most beneficial part of the conference was to find a website that will help me find
a good college to go to and to help me with financial aid.
when my counselor told me I can graduate on time If I pass all my classes.
The wealth of knowledge and information is wondeeful and will definitely assist with college
planning.
The part where we talked about scholarships and my career plan.
I was given a lot of information about things my school offered that I was unaware about.
I was able to learn about the requirements for certain in-state scholarships as well as the
schools that offer extra benefits for receiving the scholarship.
all of it Thank Amoako
Picking my classes for next year and also discovering the Naviance site.
Learning the different types of colleges to choose from and the different opportunities they
offer.
That my counselor help me find the classes that i really need to major in order to go further.
Telling me my GPA, what classes I need to take to boost it, Sat and ACT waivers and college
information.
Most beneficial part of the conference was everything giving to me.All the websites pertaining
to scholarships and schools. The conference really help think more about my future.
The most benefical part of the conference was knowning that, I have some one there to guide
me in the right path and now I know what steps I need to take in order to achieve and master
my goals
The websites she gave me to look more into college and the military.
Discussing my classes for my senior year.
All of the links that was given to me.
To know where i can go to look further into colleges
The links to Naviance. It's definitely going to help me find out what college i need to look at.
The walk-through of the naviance site
I was provided with all the information I need to know in order to persue my college career
and suceed in college.
finding out what college i want to got to
Everything
The counselor sitting down with us going over everything step by step.
Learning about things that I have to do in order to achieve this goal and what other colleges I
can attend

Setting up online classes for the spring and the summer.
The conference was really informative. I was able to learn all that I needed to know in order to
prepare myself for my senior year and college.
All was bebeficial. The information available to our young students surpass anything I can
imagine. I can't wait to join my daughter in her next adventure.
Being introduced to the different programs that could further my child's academic success.
To learn class rank
The thing about how many credits I need
Knowing what scholarships my daughter is able to recieve.
Learning about all of the scholarships and how I could improve junior year/
Being able to ask questions and receive information for my child to excel.
I was told what I needed to know and now i have the right mind set to get my GPA up as high
as possible.
Knowing the different resources my school is providing me to make my future brighter.
Learning about all of the different websites that could help me get into a very good college
The most beneficial part of the conference was getting information on the colleges that I am
interested in.
The best part was getting valuabe information on certain sites to find out about colleges.
The most beneficial part of this meeting was going over what calsses I need to take for my
career path.
The ACT and SAT waivers, along with finding out more information about the teaching cadet
program.
Seeing where i stand academically
My classes
Getting to known my GPA
Learning about sites I could use for later use
Learning how to navigate with sending college applications.
Learning to use Naviance.
Having the one on one sit down with the counselor. And having her answer all our questions
Learning about the Naviance website.
Learning how to build my resume.
Signing up for Naviance so I can have a better opportunity going to a college that will be
better for me with location to the major I am going into.
The information she gave me was wonderful
The most beneficial part was signing up for family connections, and talking about graduation
on time.
Getting information about my GPA and classes.

The most beneficial part for me was getting to see all the things coming up for next school
year.
The most beneficial part of the conference was how all my questions were answered greatly.
Helping me out with what I need to go to the colleges I want to attend.
Being able to see where I am at in my academics.
Asking questions and learning about the scholarships that are available to me.
Coming up with my schedule
Very thoroughly explained and important information was provided
All of the information was presented in a way that I can understand. If I can't, I could just ask
again about it to fulfill my needs.
Looking at the Naviance Program and seeing that I can search for colleges that would help
me further my career.
I think that everything went well and I have a good understanding of what position I am in in
terms of graduation and my grades...also now I have access to materials that will allow me to
know more about colleges in the area and my chances of getting into them..
I learned that most schools have deadline enrollment .
learning about websites and test dates. ensuring credit hours are completed.
Access to the college information website.
Transcript and creating my schedule
Learning about thing's I never even heard of or knew about . I actually found new ways to be
organized , and to help me keep up with my work . I feel this made it easier to find out about
more opportunities .
I was able to ask questions concerning my daughters education, they made sure i understood
everything. i must say the staff at RNE rocks i will miss this school and the people. Dajah,
loves it here and that makes a difference shes doing really well.
All of the additional resources given to me.
Course planning and discussion of academic benchmarks required for scholarships.
Access to the college information and scholarship data. Tool for helping find career
path/compatibility.
Receiving advice on future plans.
She was very encouraging
The information that was provided.
There was a lot of information shared and I learned of many opportunities that I was not
aware of. There was no time constraint for the meeting and Mrs. Amoako was very candid
and optimistic about the upcoming year. She's very helpful.
I Got to know the things about my future and the steps needed to take for me to be a better
student.
Dr. Huger really giving important information for future references. Telling us more about

where i stand right now, and what colleges will most likely be interested in accepting me.
Where we went over schools and how I can find them easy.
Talking about the gpa and understanding more about the gpa and how it works , also the
opportunities i have with the websites i have been given,
Other

What suggestions do you have for improving the conference?
None
N/A
none
Nothing
None.
None whatsoever except for asking the student what interests outside of academics.
nothing
None
n/a
Nothing conference went well.
Everything was helpful, the conference went well and i wouldn't change anything.
None.
n/a
No.
nothing at the moment
I really don't have a suggestion just got to do my work.
I dont have any suggestions she did everything right
I can't really think of anything.
NA
No suggestions. It was really helpful.
nothing at all
I have no suggestions for improving the conference because the meeting was great!
Nothing.
no siggestions, very helpful
None, the conference was pretty good.
ownimg my own salon
I don't really have none i think everything went well
Know the student better before they walk in
None the conference was great.

none at this time
no suggestions.
More food- T
Take less time.
None, this has been the best experience with all the highschools (4) my sons have been to.
Very thorough!
No suggestions
more iform
none.
knowing what i want
The conference was good the way it was.
None!
Sports for second options and professional play
I enjoyed all of it .
None - good conference.
None. This was a very productive meeting.
they did pretty well
No comment
Mentioning everything like all the chooses we have as seniors.
none
na
None everything was great
i have no suggestions , it was great.
staying on the right track so I will graduate on time.
Show how to improve class rank and percentages
Nope, it was great :)
have a little more time, it seemed very rushed
None keep up the great work.
None, I have enough information.
Nothing really it was pretty clear and simple
everything was fine
It was very informative .
I think this was a good program and it keeps me posted on whats going on
nothing
Refreshments! :)
None, I thought it was handled very well.

Nothing it was good!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
everything was great
I have no suggestions.
i do not have any.
Suggestions I have will be nothing , everything was good
none. the conference was great
I'm not really experienced with counseling, so I would say that this conference doesn't need
any improving.
No suggestions
None the conference was clear and understandable and helpful,
Nothing at all it was a great conference.
Nothing it was great!
Improving my grades so my gpa will reach a 3.0
It was excellent
Everything was great.
No improvements needed.
None
N/A
none
Nothing
None.
None whatsoever except for asking the student what interests outside of academics.
nothing
None
n/a
Nothing conference went well.
Everything was helpful, the conference went well and i wouldn't change anything.
None.
n/a
No.
nothing at the moment
I really don't have a suggestion just got to do my work.
I dont have any suggestions she did everything right
I can't really think of anything.
NA
No suggestions. It was really helpful.

nothing at all
I have no suggestions for improving the conference because the meeting was great!
Nothing.
no siggestions, very helpful
None, the conference was pretty good.
ownimg my own salon
I don't really have none i think everything went well
Know the student better before they walk in
None the conference was great.
none at this time
no suggestions.
More food- T
Take less time.
None, this has been the best experience with all the highschools (4) my sons have been to.
Very thorough!
No suggestions
more iform
none.
knowing what i want
The conference was good the way it was.
None!
Sports for second options and professional play
I enjoyed all of it .
None - good conference.
None. This was a very productive meeting.
they did pretty well
No comment
Mentioning everything like all the chooses we have as seniors.
none
na
None everything was great
i have no suggestions , it was great.
staying on the right track so I will graduate on time.
Show how to improve class rank and percentages
Nope, it was great :)
have a little more time, it seemed very rushed

None keep up the great work.
None, I have enough information.
Nothing really it was pretty clear and simple
everything was fine
It was very informative .
I think this was a good program and it keeps me posted on whats going on
nothing
Refreshments! :)
None, I thought it was handled very well.
Nothing it was good!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
everything was great
I have no suggestions.
i do not have any.
Suggestions I have will be nothing , everything was good
none. the conference was great
I'm not really experienced with counseling, so I would say that this conference doesn't need
any improving.
No suggestions
None the conference was clear and understandable and helpful,
Nothing at all it was a great conference.
Nothing it was great!
Improving my grades so my gpa will reach a 3.0
It was excellent
Everything was great.
No improvements needed.

Additional Comments/Suggestions
none
None
N/A
This was a really exciting and interestingly stimulating experience for me and I bet other
people as well as I thoroughly enjoyed it throughout
Thank you.
Thank you
Thanks for the Confence I really needed to see where and how I will go and how i should
change my grades.

NA
nope have an awesome day
I love Ms.Nero! great guidance counsler
Very useful information
No not really
None.
Thanks Ms. Amoako for always being willing to help with preparing my child for success.
I love how informed I now am
Thank you so much
Thank You
The conference went great!
Thanks to everyone for sharing this information with me and my mom it was very helpful .
Mr. Blake is a pleasure to work with. Takes a genuine interest in student success.
I always receive much more than I expect. She's an awesome counselor.
Great Counceler
n/a
None
We are satisfied!
Thank you for everything!!!!!
love my experience glad i came
Let the children take classes they want to take, not the ones recommended
Thanks for being an awesome counselor!
Thanks for all your school support and looking forward to college.
None!!!!!!!!!!!!
mr. blake did a outstanding job
I'm happy
None.
I don't have any additional comments, as stated before, I really liked this conference.
I love Mrs. Charlestin (:
none
None
N/A
This was a really exciting and interestingly stimulating experience for me and I bet other
people as well as I thoroughly enjoyed it throughout
Thank you.
Thank you

Thanks for the Confence I really needed to see where and how I will go and how i should
change my grades.
NA
nope have an awesome day
I love Ms.Nero! great guidance counsler
Very useful information
No not really
None.
Thanks Ms. Amoako for always being willing to help with preparing my child for success.
I love how informed I now am
Thank you so much
Thank You
The conference went great!
Thanks to everyone for sharing this information with me and my mom it was very helpful .
Mr. Blake is a pleasure to work with. Takes a genuine interest in student success.
I always receive much more than I expect. She's an awesome counselor.
Great Counceler
n/a
None
We are satisfied!
Thank you for everything!!!!!
love my experience glad i came
Let the children take classes they want to take, not the ones recommended
Thanks for being an awesome counselor!
Thanks for all your school support and looking forward to college.
None!!!!!!!!!!!!
mr. blake did a outstanding job
I'm happy
None.
I don't have any additional comments, as stated before, I really liked this conference.
I love Mrs. Charlestin (:

I am a:
Parents, how do you prefer to receive information from the School Counseling
Department? Please choose one of the following:

Parents, if you would like to receive scholarship and college information, please
enter your email address below:
The materials presented during the conference will assist me (or my child) in
achieving my post-secondary goals.
I was provided ample opportunity to ask questions during the Junior Conference.
Do you think that the "Family Connections" (Naviance Program) will assist you
with your academic, college & career goals?
Do you plan to visit "Family Connections" (Naviance Program) for College &
Career Planning and Scholarship Searches?
Following the Junior Conference, I feel comfortable contacting my School
Counselor for further information.
How would you rate the overall Junior Conference experience?
What was the most beneficial part of the conference?
What suggestions do you have for improving the conference?
Additional Comments/Suggestions
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